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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
SEARCHING STRUCTURED DOCUMENTS

onym dictionary for synonym group identi?ers indicating
synonym groups to which the tags included in the ?rst struc

ture-designating information belong; structure-designating
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

information generation means for generating, based on a
search result of the synonym search means for search pro

cessing, second structure-designating information in which
the tags included in the ?rst structure-designating informa
tion are replaced with the respective synonym group identi
?ers indicating the synonym groups to which the tags belong;
synonym-structure-template-storing means for storing syn
onym structure templates in which all tags included in the
structure templates stored in the structure-template-storing

This application is based upon and claims the bene?t of

priority from prior Japanese Patent Application No. 2004
277888, ?led Sep. 24, 2004, now Japanese Publication no.

2006092316, published Apr. 6, 2006, the entire contents of
which are incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

means are replaced with the synonym group identi?ers indi

cating the synonym groups to which the all tags belong;
synonym-structure-template-searching means for searching

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to an apparatus and method
for searching structured documents for a document structure

the synonym-structure-template-storing means for a syn

contained therein, utilizing synonyms of tags.

ture-designating information; and acquisition means for

onym structure template corresponding to the second struc

2. Description of the Related Art

Extensible Markup Language @(ML) is widely utiliZed as

acquiring, from the database, a document structure in a struc
20

means for describing data. Documents written using XML is

tured document indicated by the structure template searched
for by the synonym-structure-template-searching means.

called XML documents. XML documents are known as struc

tured documents represented in a logical tree structure using
tags. The XML documents contain document structures (logi
cal structures). In a document search for searching for such a
document structure, a detailed search is possible by a search

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING
25

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in

request based on the document structure. This search can

and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate embodi

realiZe a search of a higher accuracy than a keyword search,
and provides only data users would like to use. Further, in

ments of the invention, and together with the general descrip
tion given above and the detailed description of the embodi
ments given below, serve to explain the principles of the

these years, a technique (prior art) has been proposed for

30

invention.

searching at high speed an XML document for a desired

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the con?guration of a

structure portion, utilizing a structure index (see, for example,
Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 2001-147933).
Assume here the case where a plurality of tags expressed in
different ways and having the same meaning are simulta

structured-document search system according to an embodi
ment of the invention;
35

FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D are views illustrating examples
of four XML document 41, 42, 43 and 44 stored in the data
base 15 appearing in FIG. 1;
FIGS. 3A and 3B are views illustrating respective data

40

block 151a and the structure posting area 1511) included in the

neously searched for, using structure designation informa
tion, called an XPath scheme, for designating an arbitrary
document structure. In this case, it is necessary to connect a

structure examples of the structure-template management

plurality of expressions having the same meaning, using an
operator “I” or a logical operator “or”. Therefore, search

structure-index management block 151 and appearing in FIG.
1, the data structure examples corresponding to the XML

omission will occur unless all synonyms of tags as search

targets are accurately determined and contained in the struc

ture designation information. Furthermore, if all synonyms
are contained in the structure designation information, this

information (XPath scheme) becomes very complex.

45

documents 41 to 44 of FIGS. 2A to 2D;
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating the procedure of a process
for generating a synonym structure temperate;
FIGS. 5A and 5B are views useful in explaining targets to

be subjected to a synonym-structure-template generation pro

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

cess;

In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, there
is provided a structured-document search apparatus for
searching a plurality of structured documents stored in a

FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an example of the synonym
50

FIG. 7 is a view illustrating an example of the synonym

structure-temperate management block 152 appearing in
FIG. 1;

database for a document structure in a structured document

corresponding to ?rst structure-designating information, in
response to a search request containing the ?rst structure
designating information and issued from a client terminal.

FIG. 8 is a ?owchart illustrating the procedure of a process
55

The ?rst structure-designating information designates an
arbitrary document structure including tags. The structured

for searching for the synonyms of tags designated, performed
in a modi?cation of the embodiment.
60

the structure templates, the structure templates corresponding

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

to document structures included in the structured documents
stored in the database; a synonym dictionary which stores

synonym group identi?ers indicating synonym groups, and
tags belonging to the synonym groups, the each synonym
group being a set of tags having a common concept; synonym

search means for search processing for searching the syn

for searching for the synonyms of tags, performed in the
embodiment; and
FIG. 9 is a ?owchart illustrating the procedure of a process

document search apparatus comprises: structure-template
storing means for storing a plurality of structure templates as
templates of tag structures in relation to identi?ers assigned to

dictionary 15 appearing in FIG. 1;

An embodiment of the invention will be described with
reference to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is a block
65

diagram illustrating the con?guration of a structured-docu
ment search system according to the embodiment. The struc
tured-document search system of FIG. 1 comprises a struc

US 7,523,104 B2
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tured-document search apparatus 10, network 20 and client

detected a plurality of synonym group IDs for a certain tag,

terminal 30. The client terminal 30 is connected to the struc
tured-document search apparatus 10 via the network 20. In

the inquiry section 121d inquires of the user of the client
terminal 30 which one of the synonym groups indicated by

FIG. 1, for facilitating the drawing, only one client terminal

the synonym group IDs should be selected to process the

30 is connected to the structured-document search apparatus
10 via the network 20. However, in general, a plurality of

certain tag.
The search processing section 13 analyZes the search

client terminals 30 are connected to the structured-document

request and generates a search result that satis?es the search

search apparatus 10 via the network 20.
The structured-document search apparatus 10 comprises a

request. The search request (XPath search request) includes
an XPath scheme as structure-designating information (?rst

request-processing section 11, storing processing section 12,

structure-designating information). The XPath scheme

search processing section 13, synonym dictionary 14 and

includes one or more tags. The search processing section 13

database 15. The synonym dictionary 14 and database 15 are
stored in a computer-readable storage medium, such as a hard

put section 132. The synonym-handling section 131 mainly

includes a synonym-handling section 131 and ?le input/out

disk. The storage medium for storing the synonym dictionary
14 is not always required to be rewritable, while that for
storing the database 15 is required to be rewritable.

generates a search expression for a synonym search,
described later in detail, with reference to the synonym dic
tionary 14. The ?le input/output section 132 accesses the
database 15 based on the search expression generated by the

The request-processing section 11 serves as an interface

processing section between the structured-document search
apparatus 10 and the client terminal 30. The request-process
ing section 11 receives, from the client terminal 30, a request

synonym-handling section 131, thereby acquiring a search
result. The search result is transferred to the request process
20

search section 13111 for search processing, structure-desig

request. The request-processing section 11 determines the
type of the received request, and supplies it to the storing
processing section 12 or search processing section 13, in
accordance with the determination result. In this embodi

section 11 and then to the client terminal 30 as a requester.

The synonym-handling section 131 includes a synonym

directed to the database 15, such as a search request or storage

nating-information generation section 131b, synonym-struc
ture-template search section 1310, inquiry section 131d and

section 12, and a search request is supplied to the search

determination section 131e. The synonym search section
13111 searches the synonym dictionary 14 for synonym group
IDs uniquely assigned to synonym groups to which all tags

processing section 13.
The storing processing section 12 analyZes the storage

request belong.

25

ment, a storage request is supplied to the storing processing

request, and stores the requested structured document into the
database 15. The storing processing section 12 includes a

included in the XPath scheme designated by the search
30

synonym-handling section 121 and ?le input/output section

ing information) in which all tags included in the above
mentioned XPath scheme (?rst structure-designating infor

122. The synonym-handling section 121 mainly generates a
structure index (synonym structure template) for a synonym
search, described later in detail, with reference to the syn

The structure-designating-information generation section
131!) generates an XPath scheme (second structure-designat

35

onym dictionary 14. The ?le input/output section 122 stores,
into the database 15, the structure index (synonym structure

mation) are replaced with the synonym group IDs of the
synonym groups corresponding to the tags, the synonym
group IDs being detected by the synonym search section
13111. The synonym-structure-template search section 1310

template) generated by the synonym-handling section 121,

searches the synonym-structure-temperate management

and the structured document (structured-document data)

block 152 for a synonym structure template coinciding with

requested by the client terminal 30. Assume here that struc

40

the XPath scheme (second structure-designating informa

tion) generated by the structure-designating-information

tured documents are XML documents.

generation section 13119. When the synonym search section

The synonym-handling section 121 includes a synonym

search section 12111 for storing processing, synonym-struc

13111 has detected a plurality of synonym group IDs for a

ture-template generation section 121b, synonym-structure

certain tag, the inquiry section 131d inquires of the user of the

template addition section 1210 and inquiry section 121d. The

45

synonym search section 12111 operates when a structure tem
plate corresponding to a new document structure that does not

certain tag. When the XPath scheme (?rst structure-designat
ing information) contains a tag designated by the search

exist in a structure-template management block 151a,
described later, is added to the structure-template manage
ment block 15111. The synonym search section 12111 searches

request as a target to be subjected to a synonym search, the
50

the synonym dictionary 14 for synonym group IDs uniquely
assigned to synonym groups to which all tags included in the
added structure template belong. The addition of a structure
template is executed when a structured document is stored
into the database 15 in accordance with a request from the
client terminal 30, or when the structured document in the
database 15 are updated.

55

generated by the synonym- structure-template generation sec
tion 12119. When the synonym search section 12111 has

determination section 131e performs the following determi
nation in units of synonym structure templates retrieved by
the synonym-structure-template search section 1310.
Namely, the determination section 131e determines whether
the document structure designated by the XPath scheme
except for the tag subjected to the synonym search is identical
to a corresponding document structure included in the struc

ture template that corresponds to each synonym template

The synonym-structure-template generation section 121b
generates a synonym structure template in which all tags
included in the added structure template are replaced with the
synonym group IDs of the synonym groups corresponding to
the tags, the synonym group IDs being detected by the syn
onym search section 12111. The synonym-structure-template
addition section 1210 adds, to a synonym-structure-temper
ate management block 152, the synonym structure template

client terminal 30 which one of the synonym groups indicated
by the synonym group IDs should be selected to process the

structure.
60

The ?le input/output section 132 includes an acquisition
section 13211. The acquisition section 13211 acquires, from the
database 15, a document structure in the structured document

indicated by the structure template corresponding to the syn
onym structure template retrieved by the synonym- structure
template search section 1310.
65

The request-processing section 11, storing processing sec
tion 12 and search processing section 13 in the structured
document search apparatus 10 are realiZed by a computer’s

US 7,523,104 B2
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reading particular programs installed therein and correspond

executing a search of synonyms. The synonym structure tem

ing to the sections 12 and 13, and executing the read pro

plate is generated based on the structure template contained in

grams. These programs may be distributed, stored in a com

the structure index.

puter-readable storage medium, or may be doWnloaded

A synonym structure template is acquired by replacing tags

(distributed) via a network.
A description Will noW be given of the structure index for a
synonym search. In the embodiment, the structure index is
utiliZed for a search request issued from the client terminal
30. The structure index is knoWn as a technique for searching
a database (the database 15 in the embodiment) for an XML

included in a structure template With synonym group IDs. The
synonym structure template and structure template are in 1:1

relationship. To generate a synonym structure template, the

synonym-structure-template generation section 12119 of the

base, for extracting the structure information concerning the

synonym-handling section 121 uses the synonym dictionary
14 for the replacement of tags included in the tag structure
indicated by a structure template With template ID. As a
result, a synonym structure template is generated, in Which all
tags in the tag structure are replaced With synonym-group

document at high speed. More speci?cally, the structure index
is a technique utiliZed, to store an XML document in a data

document, converting it into a structure template, and asso

identi?ers (synonym group IDs) uniquely assigned to the

ciating the template With a record indicating its actual posi
tion in the database, using a template identi?er (template ID)
uniquely assigned to the template. To this end, the database 15

synonym groups corresponding to the tags. The thus-gener
ated synonym structure template is associated With template
ID. The structure of the synonym dictionary 14, the synonym

stores a structure-index ?le. The structure-index ?le

group and the synonym group ID Will be described later.
Referring to the ?owchart of FIG. 4, a description Will noW
be given of the process of generating a synonym structure

employed in the embodiment is formed of the structure-index
management block 151 and synonym-structure-temperate
management block 152 shoWn in FIG. 1. Further, as shoWn in
FIG. 1, the structure-index management block 151 includes a
structure-template management block 151a and structure
posting area 1511). These blocks Will be described later.
FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D shoW examples of four XML
documents 41, 42, 43 and 44, respectively. FIGS. 3A and 3B
shoW the data structure examples of the structure-template
management block 151a and structure-posting area 151b,
respectively, the data structure examples corresponding to the
XML documents 41 to 44 of FIGS. 2A to 2D.

20

template by the synonym-structure-template generation sec
tion 121!) of the synonym-handling section 121. Firstly,
assume that the ?le input/output section 122 of the storing
25

30

As shoWn in FIG. 3A, the structure-template management

block 15111 is storage (structure template storage) for storing
a list of template identi?ers (template IDs) and structure
templates that indicate the templates of the tag structures of
XML documents to Which the template IDs are assigned. As
shoWn in FIG. 3B, the structure-posting area 1511) is storage
(structure-template-position storage) for storing a list of tem
plate IDs and position information that indicates the positions
of the structure templates With the template IDs in the data

base 15. The position information comprises page-number
information and information indicating the position of each
structure template in the corresponding page.
The “page” is a unit of storage of XML documents in the
database 15. In the example of FIG. 3B, the XML document
41 shoWn in FIG. 2A is stored on the ?rst page, and the XML
document 42 shoWn in FIG. 2B is stored on the second page.
Further, the XML document 43 shoWn in FIG. 2C is stored on
the third page, and the XML document 44 shoWn in FIG. 2D
is stored on the fourth page. In the embodiment, positions on
a page, at Which the structure templates of an XML document

processing section 12 has stored an XML document in the
database 15 or has updated an XML document stored in the
database 15, in response to a request from the client terminal

30 (step S1). In this case, the synonym-handling section 121
of the storing processing section 12 refers to the structure
template management block 151a stored in the database 15,
thereby determining Whether a neW tag structure that is not
yet stored in the structure-template management block 15111
is contained in the XML document stored or updated by the

?le input/output section 122 (step S2).
35

If no neW tag structure is contained, the synonym-handling
section 121 determines that synonym structure templates cor

responding to all structure templates have already been gen
erated, and ?nishes the processing. In contrast, if a neW tag
structure is contained, the synonym-handling section 121

adds, to the structure-template management block 151a,
40

information concerning the neW tag structure, i.e., a structure

template (step S2a). The synonym-handling section 121
detects the tag (or tags) existing in the added structure tem
plate (step S3). This added structure template is a target of

synonym-structure-template generation processing.
45

Referring to FIGS. 5A and 5B, the target of synonym

structure-template generation processing Will be described.
FIG. 5A shoWs ?rst structure template examples to be sub

jected to synonym-structure-template generation processing.
50

In this case, it is assumed that information (structure tem
plate) concerning a neW tag structure is stored in the structure

template management block 15111 for the ?rst time. In this

are stored, are assigned to the templates in order beginning

state, no synonym structure template is contained in the syn

With the leading template. Actually, hoWever, the order of

onym-structure-temperate management block 152, and all

assignment of positions is not limited to this.
In the embodiment, for a search in Which a tag structure,

structure templates (in the case of FIG. 5A, structure tem
55

plates With template IDs of 1 to 4) in the structure-template

Which is expressed in the form of, for example, “/metal/ gold”,
is, designated, the structure-index management block 151
(structure index) formed of the structure-template manage

management block 15111 are regarded as targets of synonym

ment block 151a shoWn in FIG. 3A and the structure-posting

subjected to synonym-structure-template generation process

area 151!) shown in FIG. 3B is utiliZed. The use of the struc

structure-template generation processing.
FIG. 5B shoWs second structure template examples to be
60

ing a tag structure to be performed at high speed simply by
scanning templates Without accessing actual data. In particu
lar, in the embodiment, a search using synonyms of a tag is
realiZed utiliZing the structure index. Namely, in the embodi
ment, a search @(Path search) using synonyms of a tag is
realiZed utiliZing a synonym structure template necessary for

ing. In this case, it is assumed that some structure templates

(in the case of FIG. 5B, structure templates With template IDs
of 1 to 4) are already stored in the structure-template man
agement block 15111. It is also assumed that synonym struc

ture-index management block 151 enables a search designat

65

ture templates corresponding to the structure templates
already stored in the structure-template management block
15111 are added to the synonym-structure-temperate manage
ment block 152. It is further assumed that after addition of the

US 7,523,l04 B2
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synonym structure templates, information concerning neW
structure (in the case of FIG. 5B, information concerning
structure templates With template IDs of 5 to 8) is added to the
structure-template management block 15111. In this state, the

the structure-template management block 15111 are replaced
With synonym group IDs uniquely assigned to the synonym
groups corresponding to the tags. Thereafter, the synonym

added structure templates (i.e., the structure templates With

handling section 121 serves as the synonym-structure-tem

template IDs of 5 to 8) are regarded as targets of synonym

plate addition section 1210, and adds, to the synonym-struc
ture-temperate management block 152, all synonym structure

structure-template generation processing.

templates including synonym group IDs and generated (ac

After detecting all tags existing in the added structure
templates (step S3), the synonym-handling section 121 serves

onym-structure-temperate management block 152 is used as

as the synonym search section 12111. The synonym search

5

quired) by the repeated processing (step S9). Thus, the syn
10

synonym-structure-temperate storage for storing synonym

section 12111 retrieves one of the detected tags (step S4),

structure templates. As shoWn in FIG. 5B, synonym structure

thereby searching the synonym dictionary 14 for the ID (or

templates are acquired by replacing the tags in structure tem
plates With synonym group IDs assigned to the synonym
groups to Which the tags belong.

IDs) of a synonym group (or groups) that contains the
retrieved tag (step S4). This search is called a synonym
search.
FIG. 6 shoWs an example of the synonym dictionary 14. In
the synonym dictionary 14 of FIG. 6, a list of expressions

FIG. 7 shoWs an example of the synonym-structure-tem
perate management block 152. In this synonym-structure
temperate management block example, the synonym struc
ture templates generated from the structure templates in the

having a common concept is managed as a synonym group

(concept group). Note that in the embodiment, the synonyms
managed by the synonym dictionary 14 are more likely
regarded as “terms common in concept” than “terms having
the same meaning”. Of course, a synonym dictionary may be
used, in Which synonyms are used as original ones, i.e.,
“terms having the same meaning”, and groups of such syn
onyms are managed. The synonym dictionary 14 of FIG. 6
contains synonym group names (concept group names), syn
onym group IDs and speci?c synonyms, Which correspond to

20

25

acquired (step S4). In this case, the user is inquired of to
Which group the tag “gold” should belong. In the example of
FIG. 7, it is assumed that the user has designated the group

included in the synonyms belonging to each synonym group
30

sponding synonym group.

onym-structure-template generation section 12119. The syn
onym-structure-template generation section 12119 converts
(replaces) the retrieved tag into (With) the determined syn
onym group ID (step S7).

“gold” (IDS), to Which the tag “gold” should belong. Further,
in the synonym-structure-temperate management block
example of FIG. 7, the tag “technical journal”, to Which no

Each group ID is a identi?er uniquely assigned to the corre

If a single synonym group ID is acquired from the synonym
search based on the retrieved tag, i.e., if the synonym group
ID is uniquely determined (i.e., if the ansWer at step S5 is
“N:1”), the synonym-handling section 121 serves as the syn

“money” (ID3) and the group “gold” (IDS). Accordingly, if a
synonym search concerning the tag “gold” is performed on
the synonym dictionary 14, tWo synonym group IDs are

preset synonym groups (concept groups). A typical one
is used as the synonym group name of each synonym group.

structure-template management block 15111 of FIG. 3A are
added. For the generation of the synonym structure templates,
the synonym dictionary 14 of FIG. 6 is used. As is apparent
from the synonym dictionary 14 of FIG. 6, the tag “gold” in
FIG. 3A belongs to tWo synonym groups, i.e., the group

group ID is assigned, exists. This means that the synonym
dictionary 14 does not store a synonym group to Which the tag
35

“technical journal” belongs, and hence that in all structure

templates including the tag “technical journal”, the tag “tech
nical journal” is replaced With no synonym group ID.
Referring noW to the ?oWchart of FIG. 8, a description Will
be given of a process for searching for the synonyms of tags,
40

Which is performed using the synonym-structure-temperate

In contrast, if a plurality of synonym group IDs are

management block 152 that stores the synonym structure

acquired from the synonym search based on the retrieved tag
(i.e., if the ansWer at step S5 is “N>1”), the synonym-handling
section 121 proceeds to step S6, Where it serves as the inquiry

templates generated in accordance With the ?owchart of FIG.

section 121d. Using the request-processing section 11, the

45

inquiry section 121d inquires of the user of the client terminal
30 to Which one of the synonym groups indicated by the

acquired synonym group IDs the tag used for the synonym
search is made to belong. This inquiry is realiZed by trans
mitting a list of acquired synonym group IDs from the
request-processing section 11 to the client terminal 30, and

50

displaying them on the client terminal 30. When the user
selects (designates) one of the synonym group IDs, the syn
onym-handling section 121 again serves as the synonym

structure-template generation section 12119. The synonym
structure-template generation section 12119 converts
(replaces) the tag used for the synonym search into (With) the

55

from the client terminal 30 (step S11). This request is trans
ferred from the request-processing section 11 to the search
processing section 13. The synonym-handling section 131 of
the search-processing section 13 detects all tags speci?ed in
the XPath scheme that is included in the search request (step
S12). After that, the synonym-handling section 131 serves as
the synonym search section 13111. The synonym search sec
tion 131a retrieves one of the detected tags and searches the
synonym dictionary 14 for an ID or IDs (synonym group ID
or IDs) assigned to a synonym group or groups to Which the

selected synonym group ID (step S7). Further, if no synonym
group is detected in the synonym dictionary 14 and hence no

synonym group ID is acquired from the synonym search (i.e.,
if the ansWer at step S5 is “N:0”), the synonym-handling
section 121 leaves the tag used for the synonym search as it is.
If a plurality of tags are acquired at step S3, the synonym
handling section 121 performs the processes of steps S4 to S7

60

on each of the tags (step S8). By thus repeating the processes

65

of steps S4 to S7, synonym structure templates are generated
in Which the tags included in the structure templates added to

4. Firstly, assume that a request for an XPath search, in Which
the synonyms of tags are also regarded as search targets, is
issued from the client terminal 30 to the structured-document
search apparatus 10 via the netWork 20. This search request
includes the XPath scheme as structure-designating informa
tion. The request-processing section 11 of the structured
document search apparatus 10 receives the search request

detected tags belong (step S13).
If a single synonym group ID is determined from a syn

onym search concerning the retrieved tag (a tag in the XPath
scheme) (i.e., if the ansWer at step S14 is “N:1”), the syn
onym-handling section 131 serves as the structure-designat

ing-information generation section 13119. To generate struc
ture-designating information (i.e., to generate. an XPath
scheme for a synonym search), the structure-designating

US 7,523,104 B2
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information generation section 13119 converts (replaces) the
tag retrieved from the above-mentioned XPath scheme (for
the synonym search) into (With) a synonym group ID (step

cerning each tag of the XPath scheme “/book/gold/title” is
performed on the synonym dictionary 14 shoWn in FIG. 6.

Then, concerning the tag “book”, the ID (ID1) of the group
“book” is acquired. Similarly, concerning the tag “gold”, the
respective IDs (ID3 and ID5) of the groups “money” and
“gold” are acquired. Further, concerning the tag “title”, the ID
(ID7) of the group “title” is acquired. Thus, concerning the
tag “gold”, a plurality of group IDs are acquired. Therefore,

S16).
In contrast, if a plurality of synonym group IDs are

acquired from the synonym search (i.e., if the ansWer at step

S14 is “N>1”), the synonym-handling section 131 proceeds
to step S15, Where it serves as the inquiry section 131d. Using

the request-processing section 11, the inquiry section 131d

the user is inquired of Which one of the groups the tag “gold”
should be belong to. Assume here that the user has designated

inquires of the user of the client terminal 30 Which one of the

synonym groups indicated by the acquired synonym group
IDs should be searched. This inquiry is realiZed by transmit
ting a list of acquired synonym group IDs from the request
processing section 11 to the client terminal 30, and displaying

the group “money” (ID3) for the tag “gold”. In this case, the
tags “book”, “gold” and “title” included in the XPath scheme
“/book/gold/title” are replaced With the IDs (ID1, ID3 and

them on the client terminal 30. When the user selects (desig

Namely, using these synonym group IDs, a neW XPath
scheme “/ID1/ID3/ID7” is generated from the XPath scheme
“/book/gold/title”. Execution of a search using the neW XPath

ID7) of the groups “book”, “money” and “title”, respectively.

nates) one of the synonym group IDs, the synonym-handling
section 131 again serves as the synonym-structure-template

generation section 13119. The synonym-structure-template
generation section 13119 converts (replaces) the tag used for
the synonym search into (With) the selected synonym group
ID (step S16). Further, if no synonym group is detected in the
synonym dictionary 14 and hence no synonym group ID is
acquired from the synonym search (i.e., if the ansWer at step
S14 is “N:0”), the synonym-handling section 131 leaves the
tag used for the synonym search as it is.
If a plurality of tags are acquired at step S12, the synonym
handling section 131 performs the processes of steps S13 to
S16 on each of all tags acquired at step S12 (step S17). By
thus repeating the processes of steps S13 to S16, a neW XPath
scheme for a synonym search, in Which the tags in the XPath
scheme included in the search request from the client terminal

scheme and the synonym-structure-temperate management
20

block 152 of FIG. 7 makes it possible to con?rm that the
synonym structure template With template ID:3 matches the

XPath scheme “/book/gold/title”. Using template ID:3, the
acquisition section 13211 of the ?le input/output section 132
refers to the structure posting area 1511) of the structure-index
management block 151 shoWn in FIG. 3B. As a result, the
25

acquisition section 13211 acquires information in the structure

posting area 151!) corresponding to template ID:3, namely,
(page number:1, position on page 1:3) and (page number:1,
30

position on page 1:5). Based on this information, the acqui
sition section 13211 accesses actual data, thereby acquiring, as
search results, the folloWing tWo data items contained in the
XML document 41 of FIG. 2A:

<title>ef?cient asset management</title>

30 are replaced With synonym group IDs, is generated.
Namely, a search condition using the synonym group IDs is

<title>explication! foreign exchange rate</title>

generated. After that, the synonym-handling section 131

These search results are supplied to the client terminal 30

serves as the synonym-structure-template search section
1310. Based on the neW XPath scheme, i.e., the search con

dition using the synonym group IDs, the synonym-structure
template search section 1310 searches the synonym-struc
ture-temperate management block 152 for the corresponding
synonym structure template (step S18). If the synonym struc
ture template, Which matches the search condition, is detected

35

by the request-processing section 11, and displayed on the
client terminal 30. Note that if a conventional search is per

formed using the XPath scheme “/book/gold/title”, no data is
acquired as the search result.
As described above, in the embodiment, using the syn
40

onym dictionary 14, one or more synonym structure tem

plates and a neW XPath scheme (second structure-designating

by the search, the ?le input/output section 132 serves as the

information) are generated from one or more structure tem

acquisition section 13211. The acquisition section 13211
acquires actual data from the database 15, using a template ID
associated With the synonym structure template detected by
the synonym-structure-template search section 1310 (step
S19). The acquisition section 13211 refers to the structure

plates in the structure-template management block 151a, and
an original XPath scheme (?rst structure-designating infor
45

templates and neW XPath scheme are generated by replacing
the tags (tag names), included in the one or more structure

templates and the original XPath scheme (?rst structure-des

posting area 1511) (see FIG. 3B) of the structure-index man

agement block 151 in the database 15, using the template ID
associated With the synonym structure templates that matches

mation), respectively. The one or more synonym structure

50

ignating information), With the synonym group IDs corre
sponding thereto. A search is executed using the synonym

the search condition, thereby acquiring information (position

structure-temperate management block 152 including the

information) stored in the structure-posting area 1511) and
associated With the template ID. Based on the thus-acquired
position information (indicating page number and a position
on the corresponding page), the acquisition section 13211

generated one or more synonym structure templates, and the
generated neW XPath scheme. In other Words, one synonym

structure template that matches the neW XPath scheme (sec

accesses actual data in the database 15.

ond structure-designating information), i.e., one synonym
structure template that matches synonym group IDs uniquely

The above-described search process concerning the syn
onyms of tags Will be described, using a speci?c example. In

the original XPath scheme (?rst structure-designating infor

this example, it is assumed that a request to perform an XPath
search based on the synonyms of the tags included in an
XPath scheme “/book/gold/title” is issued from the client
terminal 30 to the structured-document search apparatus 10.
Further, assume that the synonym dictionary 14 of FIG. 6 and

55

assigned to the synonym groups to Which the tags included in

60

name that does not exist in the XML documents stored in the

database 15 is speci?ed in the original XPath scheme, the

the synonym-structure-temperate management block 152 of
FIG. 7 are used for the search.

The XPath scheme “/book/gold/title” includes tags
“book”, “gold” and “title”. Firstly, a synonym search con

mation) belong, is searched for. As a result, in the embodi
ment, an XPath search using the synonyms of the tags
included in the original XPath scheme can be performed
Without coupling the tags by operators. Further, even if a tag

65

document structure corresponding to the tag name can be

detected using synonyms of the tag name. This can absorb tag
name variations in documents. Furthermore, When a structure
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template or XPath scheme contains a tag that belongs to a
plurality of synonym groups, a search result can be ef?ciently

index management block 151 of FIG. 3, the structure template
to which the retrieved template ID is assigned.

acquired with the number of hits suppressed, by inquiring of

After executing step S24, the synonym-handling section

a user which one of the synonym groups should be used.

<Modi?cation>
In the above-described embodiment, all tags in an XPath

5

(which is not a synonym search target) except for the tags to
be subjected to a synonym search, included in the search

scheme are assumed to be used as the targets of an XPath

search using tag synonyms. A description will be given of a
modi?cation of the embodiment, in which, during an XPath
search, a user can designate any tag they would like to search

condition (i.e., the original search condition) designated by
10

for, using a synonym of the tag. In this modi?cation, it is
assumed that the database 15 stores the synonym-structure
temperate management block 152 of FIG. 7 that includes
synonym structure templates generated in accordance with

mines that the structure template matches the search condi

tion, and stores the ID (template ID) of the structure template
(step S27). In contrast, if they are not identical to each other,
the determination section 131e determines that the structure
template does not match the search condition. If the two
document structures contain non-identical tags, they are not

designated by a user, using the synonym-structure-temperate
management block 152 of FIG. 7. Firstly, assume that a

determined identical. If the two document structures are not
20

25

another parameter from the client terminal 30 to the struc
tured-document search apparatus 10.
The request-processing section 11 of the structured-docu
ment search apparatus 10 receives the search request from the
client terminal 30 (step S21). This request is transferred from
the request-processing section 11 to the search-processing
section 13. As in the above-described embodiment, the syn

onym-handling section 131 of the search-processing section
13 converts (replaces), into (with) synonym group IDs, all

synonym-handling section 131 acquires data form the data
base 15 using all template IDs stored (step S29).
30

35

tion” included in an XPath scheme “/magazine/money/cap
tion” is designated as a target of a synonym search, is issued
from the client terminal 30 to the structured-document search

apparatus 10. Assume also that the synonym dictionary 14 of
FIG. 6 and the synonym-structure-temperate management
block 152 of FIG. 7 are used for the search. Assume further

that a method for directly setting any tag in the XPath scheme
40

as a target of the synonym search is employed. In this case, an

XPath scheme "/magazine/money/synonym(caption)" is
used instead of the XPath scheme “magazine/money/cap
tion”.

The XPath scheme "/magazine/money/synonym(cap

structure-designating-information generation section 13119
45

tion)” includes tags “magazine”, “money” and “caption”.
Firstly, a synonym search concerning each tag of the XPath
scheme "/magazine/money/synonym(caption)” is per

After the execution of step S22, the synonym-handling
section 131 serves as the synonym-structure-template search
section 1310 as in the embodiment. Based on a new search 50

condition (second structure-designating information) in
which each tag in the original XPath scheme (?rst structure

designating information) is replaced with the corresponding
synonym group ID, the synonym-structure-template search
section 1310 searches the synonym-structure-temperate man

An example of the search process based on the synonyms
of the designated tag will be described. Assume here that a

request to perform an XPath search, in which only the “cap

tags in the XPath scheme included in the search request from
the request-processing section 11 (step S22). The process at
step S22 is realized by the synonym search section 13111,
and inquiry section 131d in accordance with the same proce
dure of that of steps S12 to S17 of the ?owchart shown in FIG.
7.

executes the steps beginning with step S24 and concerning all

template IDs acquired at step S23 (step S28). Thereafter, the

case, a message, such as “/bib/synonym(book)/library” indi

cating that synonyms of the tag “book” should be searched
for, is set in the XPath scheme. Alternatively, the tag subjected
to the synonym search may be designated by transferring

identical, the structure template is not selected. After that, if it
is determined that any unprocessed template ID remains (step
S28), the synonym-handling section 131 performs the above

process concerning the unprocessed template ID (step S24).
Thus, the synonym-handling section 131 repeatedly

for setting, in an XPath scheme as a search condition, a tag,

synonyms of which should be searched for. For instance,
assume that only the tag “book” included in an XPath scheme
“/bib/book/library” is subjected to a synonym search. In this

the search request from the client terminal 30, is identical to
the corresponding document structure in the structure tem

plate acquired at step S24 (step S25). If they are identical to
each other (step S26), the determination section 131e deter

the ?owchart of FIG. 4.
Referring to the ?owchart of FIG. 9, a description will be
given of a search process for searching for synonyms of a tag

request for an XPath search, in which the synonyms of tags
are also regarded as search targets, is issued from the client
terminal 30 to the structured-document search apparatus 10
via the network 20. This XPath search request includes means

131 serves as the determination section 131e. The determi
nation section 131e determines whether a document structure
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formed. Then, concerning the tag “magazine”, the ID (ID2) of
the group “magazine” is acquired. Similarly, concerning the
tag “money”, the ID (ID3) of the group “money” is acquired.
Further, concerning the tag “caption”, the ID (ID7) of the
group “title” is acquired. In this case, the tags “magazine”,
“money” and “caption” included in the XPath scheme
"/magazine/money/synonym(caption)” are replaced with the
IDs (ID2, ID3 and ID7) of the groups “magazine”, “money”

agement block 152 for the corresponding synonym structure

and “title”, respectively. Namely, using these synonym group

template (step S23). At step S23, the synonym-structure

IDs acquired by the synonym search, a new search condition

“/ID2/ID3/ID7” is generated from the XPath scheme “maga

template search section 1310 acquires a template ID associ
ated with the synonym structure template that matches the
search condition.

After that, the synonym-handling section 131 performs the
following synonym search process only on the tags desig
nated by the XPath search request from the client terminal 30.
Firstly, the synonym-handling section 131 retrieves one of the
template IDs acquired at step S23 by the synonym-structure
template search section 1310 (step S24). At step S24, the
synonym-handling section 131 acquires, from the structure

zine/money/synonym(caption)”. Using the new search con
60

dition “/ID2/ID3/ID7”, the following search process is
executed.

Firstly, the synonym- structure-temperate management
block 152 of FIG. 7 is searched to detect a synonym structure

template using the search condition “/ID2/ID3/ID7”. In this
65

case, a synonym structure template with template ID:7 and a

synonym structure template with template ID: 1 6 are hit by the
search condition “/ID2/ID3/ID7”. The synonym-handling
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section 131 stores information indicating that template ID:7
and template ID:16 match the search condition “/ID2/ID3/

ment structure including tags, the arbitrary document struc
ture being a logical tree structure represented using the tags,

ID7”.

comprising:

Subsequently, the synonym-handling section 131 acquires

structure-template-storing means for storing a plurality of
structure templates as templates of tag structures in rela
tion to identi?ers assigned to the structure templates, the
structure templates corresponding to document struc
tures included in the structured documents stored in the
database, the tag structures being logical tree structures

a structure template With template ID:7 from the structure
template management block 151a shoWn in FIG. 3A. The

structure template With template ID:7 is “/j ournal/currency/
heading”. In this case, the synonym-handling section 131

con?rms that “joumal” and “currency” included in “/joumal/
currency/heading” do not match “magazine” and “money”
included in the original XPath scheme “/magaZine/money/

represented using tags;
a synonym dictionary Which stores synonym group identi

synonym(caption)”, for Which no synonym search is desig

?ers indicating synonym groups, and sets of tags belong

nated. Accordingly, the structure template With template ID:7

ing to the synonym groups, said each synonym group
being a set of tags having a common concept;

is not selected.

Subsequently, the synonym-handling section 131 acquires

15

a structure template With template ID:16 from the structure
template management block 151a shoWn in FIG. 3A. The

structure template With template ID: 16 is “/magaZine/money/
caption”. In this case, the synonym-handling section 131
con?rms that the structure template With template ID:16, i.e.,

the ?rst structure-designating information belong;
20

"/magaZine/money/caption”, matches the tags “magazine”
and “money” that are included in the original XPath scheme

mation belong, Which one of synonym groups indicated

At this time, the acquisition section 13211 of the ?le input/
25

(see FIG. 3B) of the structure-index management block 151,

using template ID:16, thereby acquiring information (posi
tion information) stored in the structure-posting area 1511)
and associated With template ID:16. Based on this position
information, the acquisition section 13211 accesses actual data
in the database 15, thereby acquiring, as a search result, the
folloWing data item contained in the XML document 44 of

30

35

can be realiZed by enabling a tag, Which the user Would like to
40

search.
In the embodiment, the structured-document search appa
ratus 10 incorporates the synonym dictionary 14 and database
15. HoWever, the synonym dictionary 14 and database 15 may

be separated from the structured-document search apparatus
10, and the storing processing section 12 and search process
ing section 13 in the apparatus 10 be enabled to access them
via, for example, the netWork. In this case, the synonym
dictionary 14 and database 15 may be utiliZed by a plurality of
structured-document search apparatuses 10.

generating, based on a search result of the synonym
search means for search processing, second structure

With the respective synonym group identi?ers based on

<caption>approach to stock</caption>

search for using its synonyms, to be designated during XPath

by the synonym group identi?ers for said tags should be
selected, said tags included in the ?rst structure- desig
nating information corresponding to the detected syn
onym group identi?ers;
structure-designating-information generation means for

designating information in Which the tags included in
the ?rst structure-designating information are replaced

FIG. 2D:

Note that if a conventional search is performed using the
XPath scheme "/magaZine/money/caption", no data is
acquired as the search result. Thus, in the modi?cation of the
embodiment, further ef?cient search than in the embodiment

inquiry means for inquiring of a user of the client terminal,
When the synonym search means detects the synonym
group identi?ers indicating synonym groups to Which

the tags included in the ?rst structure-designating infor

and are not designated as targets of the synonym search.

output section 132 refers to the structure-posting area 1511)

synonym search means for search processing for searching
the synonym dictionary for synonym group identi?ers
indicating synonym groups to Which the tags included in

the user’s selection;
synonym-structure-template-storing means for storing
synonym structure templates in Which all tags included
in the structure templates stored in the structure-tem
plate-storing means are replaced With the synonym
group identi?ers indicating the synonym groups to

Which said all tags belong;
synonym-structure-template-searching means for search
ing the synonym-structure-template-storing means for a
synonym structure template corresponding to the second

45

structure-designating information; and
acquisition means for acquiring, from the database, a docu
ment structure in a structured document indicated by the

structure template searched for by the synonym-struc
ture-template-searching means.
50

2. The structured-document search apparatus according to

claim 1, further comprising:
synonym search means for storing processing operating

Additional advantages and modi?cations Will readily
occur to those skilled in the art. Therefore, the invention in its
broader aspects is not limited to the speci?c details and rep
resentative embodiments shoWn and described herein.

When the synonym-structure- template-storing means

Accordingly, various modi?cations may be made Without
departing from the spirit or scope of the general inventive
concept as de?ned by the appended claims and their equiva
lents.

55

What is claimed is:
1. A structured-document search apparatus for searching a
plurality of structured documents stored in a database for a
document structure in a structured document corresponding
to ?rst structure-designating information, in response to a

60

search request containing the ?rst structure-designating

65

adds a structure template corresponding to a neW docu
ment structure Which does not exist in the synonym

structure-template-storing means, the synonym search
means searching the synonym dictionary for synonym
group identi?ers indicating synonym groups to Which all
tags included in the added structure template belong, the

addition of the structure template being performed in
accordance With a request from the client terminal When
a structured document is stored into the database or a

information and issued from a client terminal, the ?rst struc

structured document in the database is updated;
synonym-structure-template generation means for gener
ating a synonym structure template in Which said all tags
included in the added structure template are replaced

ture-designating information designating an arbitrary docu

With synonym group identi?ers Which indicate synonym
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included in the structured documents stored in the data

groups corresponding to said all tags and are detected by
the synonym search means for storing processing; and
synonym- structure-template addition means for adding, to

base, the tag structures being logical tree structures rep
resented using the tags; and

the synonym- structure-template- storing means, the
synonym structure template generated by the synonym
structure-template generation means.
3. The structured-document search apparatus according to

acquiring, from the database, a document structure in a

structured document indicated by a structure template
corresponding to the searched synonym structure tem

plate.
6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein in the gener

claim 1, further comprising determination means Which oper
ates When the ?rst structure-designating information includes
a tag designated by the search request as a target to be sub

ating the second structure-designating-information, said tag
included in the ?rst structure-designating information and
corresponding to the detected synonym group identi?ers is
replaced With a synonym group identi?er indicating the syn

jected to a synonym search, the determination means deter

mining Whether a document structure designated by the ?rst
structure-designating information except for the tag sub
jected to the synonym search is identical to a corresponding
document structure included in each of structure templates
corresponding to the synonym structure templates detected

onym group selected by the user.

7. The method according to claim 5, further comprising:
15

database or a structured document in the database is

by the synonym-structure-template-searching means,

updated in response to a request from the client terminal,
Whether the stored or updated structured document

and Wherein the acquisition means acquires, from the data
base, only a document structure in a structured docu

ment indicated by the structure template determined to
be identical by the determination means.
4. The structured-document search apparatus according to

claim 1, Wherein the ?rst structure-designating information
designates the arbitrary document structure by using a path.
5. A method of searching a plurality of structured docu

includes a neW tag structure Which is not stored in the
20

includes the neW tag structure, a structure template cor
responding to the neW tag structure to the structure
25

structured document corresponding to ?rst structure-desig
nating information, in response to a search request containing
the ?rst structure-designating information and issued from a
30

represented using the tags, the method comprising:
searching synonym group identi?ers, stored in a synonym

dictionary and indicating synonym groups, for synonym

35

group identi?ers indicating synonym groups to Which

the tags included in the ?rst structure-designating infor
mation belong, the synonym dictionary storing the syn
onym group identi?ers uniquely assigned to the syn
onym groups Which contain synonyms of tags, and
storing the tags belonging to the synonym groups;

40

and Wherein in the acquiring, only a document structure in
a structured document indicated by the structure tem

plate determined to be identical by the determining is
acquired from the database.
9. The method according to claim 5, Wherein the ?rst

structure-designating information designates the arbitrary
50

document structure by using a path.
10. A storage medium storing data for a structured-docu
ment search in Which a database storing a plurality of struc
tured documents is searched in response to a search request

generating, based on a search result of the searching and

the user’s selection, second structure-designating infor
mation in Which the tags included in the ?rst structure

from a client terminal to detect a document structure included
55

in a structured document corresponding to the search request

including ?rst structure-designating information, the ?rst
structure-designating information indicating an arbitrary
document structure including tags, the arbitrary document

a synonym structure template corresponding to the sec

ond structure-designating information, the synonym
structure-template- storing means storing synonym

structure being a logical tree structure represented using the
60

tags, the storage medium comprising:
a plurality of structure templates as templates of tag struc

tures, the structure templates being associated With iden
ti?ers assigned to the structure templates, and corre
sponding to document structures included in the

templates belong, the structure templates being stored in
templates corresponding to document structures

included in the ?rst structure-designating information except
for the designated tag is identical to a corresponding docu

synonym-structure-template-storing means,

ity of synonym group identi?ers are detected for the tag
of said tags, said tag included in the ?rst structure

structure-template-storing means in relation to identi?
ers assigned to the structure templates, the structure

adding the generated synonym structure template to the
synonym- structure-template- storing means.
8. The method according to claim 5, further comprising
determining, When the ?rst structure-designating information

sponding to the synonym structure templates detected in the

the arbitrary document structure, When the searching for
synonym group identi?ers is performed, and the plural

structure templates in Which all tags included in struc
ture templates as templates of tag structures are replaced
With synonym group identi?ers indicating synonym
groups to Which said all tags included in the structure

generating a synonym structure template in Which said all
tags included in the added structure template are
replaced With synonym group identi?ers Which indicate
the detected synonym groups corresponding to the tags;
and

ment structure included in each of structure templates corre

synonym groups indicated by a plurality of synonym
group identi?ers to process a tag of said tags included in

designating information are replaced With the respective
synonym group identi?ers;
searching synonym-structure-template- storing means for

template-storing means;
searching the synonym dictionary for synonym group
identi?ers indicating synonym groups to Which all tags
included in the added structure template belong;

includes a tag designated by the search request as a target to be
subjected to a synonym search, Whether a document structure

causing a user of the client terminal to select one of the

designating information corresponding to the detected
synonym group identi?ers;

structure-template-storing means;
adding, When the stored or updated structured document

ments stored in a database for a document structure in a

client terminal, the ?rst structure-designating information
indicating an arbitrary document structure including tags, the
arbitrary document structure being a logical tree structure

determining, When a structured document is stored into the

65

structured documents stored in the database, the tag

structures being logical tree structures represented using
tags;
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a synonym dictionary Which stores synonym group identi

?ers indicating synonym groups, and sets of tags belong
ing to the synonym groups, each of the synonym groups
being a set of tags having a common concept, Wherein

the synonym dictionary is searched for synonym group
identi?ers indicating synonym groups to Which the tags
included in the ?rst structure-designating information
belong and a user selects the synonym groups indicated

by the synonym group identi?ers to process said tags

5

to Which said all tags belong, said all tags being included
in the structure templates corresponding to the synonym
structure templates,
Wherein tags included in the ?rst structure-designating
information are replaced With the respective synonym
group identi?ers based on the user’s selection to gener

ate second structure-designating information,
Wherein the synonym structure templates are searched for
a synonym structure template corresponding to second

included in the ?rst structure-designating information,

structure-designating information, the searched syn

When the synonym dictionary is searched for synonym
groups to Which the tags belong, saidtags included in the

onym structure being used to acquire a document struc
ture in a structured document indicated by the searched

?rst structure-designating information corresponding to
the detected synonym group identi?ers; and
synonym structure templates corresponding to the respec
tiVe structure templates, the synonym structure tem

plates being generated by replacing all tags, With syn
onym group identi?ers indicating the synonym groups

synonym structure.

1 1. The storage medium according to claim 1 0, Wherein the
15 document structure of the structured document is designated

by generating a path.

